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Rhoda Mary Dorsey 

A woman President was long overdue at Goucher College. By unanimous agreement, the woman chosen 
was well worth the wait. Following the decision to fill the Presidential vacancy with a woman of valor, Gou
cher experienced a renaissance. The interest of the student body was reawakened and we felt guided in a 
positive direction. Faith was renewed in Goucher as an institution for women. Rhoda M. Dorsey inspired the 
revival. 

The student body holds great respect for Dr. Dorsey as an individual, a woman, a leader, an educator, and 
a friend. An initial encounter with the efficient no-nonsense president might intimidate some students. A few 
minutes of conversation will undoubtedly expose an extremely congenial, compassionate, and witty woman. 
Each individual's picture of Rhoda Dorsey is bound to differ. This is indicative of our "First Lady's" 
diversity. 

Pictures of hullabaloo boots, nurses caps, three-dimensial maps, and "jock" sweatshirts and sneakers help 
create the collage. Scholarly merit shines through in brilliant colors. 

Donnybrook Fair wishes to honor and acknowledge Rhoda M. Dorsey. It is our hope that her term be 
fruitful and fulfilling. With these aspirations we dedicate Donnybrook Fair 1975 to Rhoda Mary Dorsey. 

Michelle S. Babbitt 
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Trustees ·Anrwunce the New President 
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Goucher Celebrates A Beginning 

A Toast 
To Our New 
President! 
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Her Kind 

I have gone out, a possessed witch, 
haunting the black air, braver at night; 
dreaming evil, I have done my hitch 
over the plain houses, light by light: 
lonely thing, twelve-fingered, out of mind. 

A woman like that is not a woman, quite. 
I have been her kind. 

I have found the warm caves in the Woods, 
filled them with skillets, carvings, shelves, 
closets, silks, innumerable goods; 
fixed the suppers for the worms and the elves: 
whining, rearranging the disaligned. 
A woman like that is misunderstood. 
I have been her kind. 

I have ridden in your car, driver, 
waved my nude arms at villages going by, 
learning the last bright routes, survivor 
where your flames ~till bite my thigh 
and my ribs crack where your wheels wind. 
A woman like that is not ashamed to die. 
I have been her kind. 

Anne Sexton 



r~ woman like that is not ashamed to die." 

Anne Sexton 1929-1974 
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" ... I am honored to be able to share this day of 
celebration with other distinguished guests from her 
past, and to bring the warmest greetings from the 
student bo~y. " 
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"She's an amazing woman- if you can keep 
up with her, you'll not only be a lucky woman 
yourself, but you'll deserve a medal for long 
distance running." 
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"It's clear to me and the incredibly talented 
Goucher students, past and present, that one of 
the women most instrumental in clearing our 
'path' for development is being honored 
today." 
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A Celebration 

of Women 

Women have been referred to as the "second 
sex." The connotation is a negative one placing 
them below men; not properly alongside them. 
The "New Woman" is well aware of her capac
ity to succeed on equal terms with men. Stereo
types have been cast away, allowing women 
greater freedom and flexibility in a male ori
ented and dominated society. 

The inaugural week entitled "A Celebration 
of Women" was mentally and spiritually up
lifting and invigorating. Diversified types of 
women passed swiftly through our lives provid
ing inspiration of lasting duration. Future plans 
were illuminated with bright rays of hope given 
off by the speakers and President Dorsey. 
Thoughts flamed into actions. 

Anne Sexton, poetess, touched us emotion
ally and made us introspective and pensive. Sa
rah Tilghman Hughes, United States District 
Judge from Texas, and Sarah Weddington of 
the Texas legislature, proved that government 
positions are not solely reserved for men. It is 
true that a woman's place is in "The House." 
Jacquelyn Anderson Mattfeld, dean of faculty 
and academic affairs at Brown University, was 
but one example of women in the adminis
trative realm. Mentioned here were just a few 
women joining in "A Celebration of Women." 
If one woman's thoughts were heard it was 
enough of a catalyst to incite positive action. 

"A Celebration of Women" in honor of 
Rhoda M. Dorsey is over. Its effects are long in 
lingering-forceful in impact. 

Michelle S. Babbitt 
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Administration 

President Rhoda Mary Dorsey 
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Director of Admissions 
Robert T. Merritt 

Dean of Students Martha A. Nichols 

,_/-

Director of Residence Joan Winship 

Dean and Vice President James Billet 
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Vice President Financial Affairs Richard Palmer 

Director of Financial Aid Patricia Hogan 

Assistant Dean Mary Ellen Bowden 
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Registrar Mildred Covey Associate Registrar Evelyn Schroedl 

Director of Student Activities 
Carol "Crunch" Fox 
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Biology 

Martin Berlinrood Helen B. Funk 

28 



Ann M. Lacy H. Marguerite Weob 

Helen M. Habermann 
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Classics 

Robert Schmiel 

Chester Natunewicz 



Lewis Walker Barton Houseman 

Chemistry 

David Horn 
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Dramatic Arts 

George B. Dowen· 

32 Crystelle Bond 



Economics 

Arlene E. Bearman 

Robert Pearson 

Ronald A. Krieger 33 



Education 

David Silk Rolf Muuss 

34 Eli Velder 
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Fontaine Belford 

William Hedges 

Ruth Limmer 

English 
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Virginia Carruthers 

Brooke Pierce 

Sara de Ford 
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History 

Steven Kramer 

R. Kent Lancaster 

Jean Baker 
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Julie Jeffrey 

George Foote 
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Mathematics 

Ronald F. Levy Geraldine Coon 
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[)orothy L. Bernstejn 

Elaine Koppelman 
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Afodern Languages 
French 

Wolfgang Thormann 

Genevieve Mafechaux 

John Donaldson 
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Frederic Musser 



Russian 

Rudy J. Lentulay 

Vlada Tolley 

Spanish 

Adrian G. Montoro 
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German 

Sibylle Ehrlich 

Hertha Krotkoff 
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Music 

r 
Elliott W. Galkin 

Daniel Abrams 

Robert Hall Lewis 
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Philosophy 

Joseph E. Martire Eva Reinitz Gossman 

Mary Carman Rose 

Joseph Morton 
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Ingrid Bucher 

Physics 

Richard Stroh 



Political Science 

Lawrence Munns 

Brownlee Corrin 

Marianne Githens 

Jerome Cooperman 
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Jean Bradford John Finn 

Psychology 

Ruth Wylie 
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Religion 

Herbert Brockman 

John Chamberlain 51 



Art 

Lincoln F . Johnson 

Gretel Chapman 

Hilton Brown 

Donald T. Risley 
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Olive Westbrooke Quinn 

Sociology I A 
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Elias L. Terzopoulos 

Eva Friedlander 

Eric Van Schaack 
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hi/lary I. aidus 
staten island, new york 
dramatic arts 
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denise h. anderson 
dix hills, new york 
english 



ariane c. archer 
baltimore, maryland 
mathematics 

cynthia d. archer 
oakdale, pennsylvania 
visual arts 
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pamela a. artigiani 
baltimore, maryland 

visual arts 

sally c. barr 
attleboro, massachusetts 

elementary education 

lisa barbanti 
atlantic city, new jersey 

psychology 



anna baumann 
baltimore, maryland 
psychology I sociology 

anne I. baur 
pittsburgh, pennsylvania 

psychology 

grace b. benet 
roxton, maryland 

visual arts 
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emily a. bergman 
dallas, texas 
english 

lucy betts 
cinncinati, ohio 
french/education 

lynne a. binder 
eastchester, new york 
psychology 



beth a. blatnick 
wilmington, delaware 
history 

barbara a. hither 
wilmington, delaware 
history 

rita bradby 
richmond, virginia 
psychology I education 
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amy de bronkart 
severna park, maryland 
music 

sarah r. bronstein 
randallstown, maryland 
english 

linda I. burgess 
potomac, maryland 
economics 



penelope a. carroll 
baltimore, maryland 
biology 

ilene j. callan 
river edge, new jersey 
history 
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edith a. cassidy 
hudson, ohio 
elementary education 

janice a. coburn 
east brunswick, new jersey 
visual arts 

amy m. chapper 
baltimore, maryland 
american studies 



lois m. conn 
bethesda, maryland 
chemistry 

kim cochran 
trappe, maryland 
visual arts 

leslie m. coons 
glastonbury, connecticut 
spanish 
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jane patricia cregan 
north tarrytown, new york 
french/ german 

josseline m. van opstal croft 
medferd lakes, new jersey 
biology I psychology 

elizabeth d. del/ow 
chicago, illinois 
art history I philosophy 



deborah p. derr 
baltimore, maryland 
chemistry 
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cornelia a. donner 
baltimore, ma ryland 
french 

marian dillon 
providence, rhode island 
history 
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donna m. dylo 
wilkes barre, pennsylvania 
german/russian 

carolyn dunmire 
baltimore, maryland 
pre-med 

melinda k. easton 
greenwich, connecticut 
biology 



margaret a. etheridge 
simsbury, connecticut 
english 

laura m. ewing 
lindenwold, new jersey 
international relations 

sheryl fedder 
new rochelle, new york 
history /education 
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veda ferlazzo 
needham, massachusetts 
philosophy I english 

arlene h. fisher 
owings mills, maryla nd 
sociology 

margaret g. fisher 
dover, pennsylvania 
mathematics 



sylvia m. forment 
miami, florida 
sociology 

barbara j. frazier 
baltimore, maryland 
chemistry 
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beth t. fried 
new york, new york 
economics 

barbara j. friedman 
chappaqua, new york 
french 



debbie gabriel 
washington, d.c. 
french 

mary d. gallaway 
baltimore, maryland 
international relations 

donna r. gardner 
baltimore, maryland 
sociology 
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linda j. gebauer 
lutherville, maryland 
psychology 

julia m. gelfand 
iowa city, iowa 
history I sociology 

Janys I. gelberg 
teaneck, new j ersey 
pre-med 



emily r. gobstein 
douglaston, new york 
spanish/ french/ education 

miriam b. goldberger 
nutley , new jersey 
dance / history 

deborah I. golden 
north haven, connecticut 
dramatic arts 
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nancy d. graupman 
rochester, new york 
elementary education 

janet I. grove 

sheila I. graves 
baltimore, maryland 
chemistry 

chambersburg, pennsylvania 
psychology 



lisa guth 
baltimore, maryland 
psychology I sociology 

lenn harris 
memphis, tennessee 
religion 

nancy e. harrington 
oradell, new jersey 
chemistry 
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dara b. hauser 
white plains, new york 
sociology 

thomasine w. hawkins 
annapolis, maryland 
french 

susan hebe! 
evanston, illinois 
biology 



patricia hickman 
chestertown, maryland 
english 

naomi r. hersh 
brooklyn, new york 
biology 
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joanne m. holcombe 
mountainside, new jersey 
german/music 

barbara k . hunter 
pittsburgh, pennsylvania 
political science 

olivia c. holt 
cos cob, connecticut 
biology 



g. perry hudkins 
chester depot, vermont 
mathematics/physics 

pamela m. jones 
potomac, maryland 
visual arts 

glenn jones 
baltimore, maryland 
biology 
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patricia !. jones 
washington, d.c. 
american studies 

deborah a. kalif 
somerset, massachusetts 
economics 

ruth a. kasckow 
timonium, maryland 
music 



irene r. katz 
worlester, massachusetts 
elementary education 

susan d. k eller 
woodmere, new york 
elementary education 

regina m. kaufmann 
linwood, maryland 
psychology 
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vida khalvati 
bronx, new york 
sociology I anthropology 

Janina koc 
philadelphia, pennsylvania 
russian I sociology 

caroly n s. knight 
towson, maryland 
psychology I education 



phaedra koliais 
baltimore, maryland 
biology 

nancy J. kramer 
saint simons, georgia 
international relations 
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linda m. krausz 
baltimore, maryland 
political science 

caroline b. land 
alexandria, virginia 
american studies 



constance e. lawthers 
waterloo, new york 
music 

melanie l. tau 
baltimore, maryland 
economics 

judith a. leary 
lexington, massachusetts 
political science 
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lucy b. levy 
new york, new york 
french/ psychology 

Janis e. Iehrer 
bangor, pennsylvania 
biology 

arlette m. lindsay 
baltimore, maryland 
biology 



rebecca c. long 
larchmont, new york 
english 

judith s. linowitz 
baltimore, maryland 
psychology 
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loretta I. luceri 
andover, massachusetts 
elementary education 

patricia h. lyman 
middlefield, connecticut 
religion 



susan s.c. lytle 
monkton, maryland 
french I russian 

katherine e. macdonald 
malvern, pennsylvania 
english 

amira v. margie 
baltimore, maryland 
english 
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debra !. marsh 
wheaton , maryland 
political science 
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margaret p. mason 
edgewood, maryland 
english 

jean m. mclaughlin 
white plains, new york 
english 



cynthia a. middleton 
lynchburg, virginia 
political science 

linda a. minor 
baltimore, maryland 
biology 

susan c. merriken 
chestertown, maryland 
economics 
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lisa s. mirski 
baltimore, maryland 
visual arts/ english 

linda k . moore 
lutherville, maryland 
history 

priscilla j. moore 
pittsburg, pennsylvania 
economics 



sarah moss 
westfield, new jersey 
elementary education 

cheryl e. nelson 
long island, new york 
elementary education 

elizabeth I. murphy 
bronxville, new york 
biology 
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leslie m. noftsinger 
newark, delaware 
political science 

jean m. nemeth 
towson, maryland 
english 



debbi r. weinstock 
rockville, maryland 
early admissions- class of '95 

peggy r. oidick 
pikesville, maryland 
french 
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joy c. olgyay 
baltimore, maryland 
economics 

jean w. osborne 
dover, delaware 
history 

judith a. panik 
allentown, pennsylvania 
french 



brenda s. rayner 
westport, connecticut 
english 
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carole a. petty 
pittsburgh, pennsylvania 
economics/international rela tions 
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victoria a. reich 
stony brook, new york 
biology 

brenda g. reckley 
baltimore, maryland 



deborah I. reilly 
darien, connecticut 
english 

gale reikenis 
phoenix, maryland 
biology 
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claire ross 

gina i. resnick 
east brunswick, new jersey 
history 

bethesda, maryland 
anthropology I dance 



anne ryan 
fair haven, new jersey 
international relations 

cathy d. sachs 
irvington, new york 
english/ dramatic arts 

mary c. rus 
bethesda, maryland 
urban planning 
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suzanne e. sands 
baltimore, maryland 

· mathematics 

apira savanayana 
charlestown, west virginia 

french 



koula k. savvakis 
baltimore, maryland 

psychology 

carol a. schleicher 
key largo, florida 

mathematics 
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linda schoedinger 
baltimore, maryland 

biology 

joanne b. schubert 
cincinnati, ohio 

economics 

marian j. sendor 
westbury, new york 

art history 



jo anne shanberge 
milwaukee, wisconsin 

psychology 

linda s. shenwick 
mamaroneck, new york 

political science 
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rosemary !. shearer 
ellicott city, maryland 

mathematics 

marjorie b. simon 
baltimore, maryland 

education/psychology 



christine f simpkins 
baltimore, maryland 

mathematics 
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saili solomona 
american samoa 

biology 
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linda r. sowbel 
baltimore, maryland 

psychology I music 
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susan i. starrett 
baltimore, maryland 

english 

valerie j. stanley 
chevy chase, maryland 

sociology 



susan s. swantek 
grosse pointe, michigan 

political science 

dj. surnamer 
syosset, new york 

english 

marcie l. sweren 
owings mills, maryland 

american studies 
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anne c. taylor 
columbus, ohio 

international relations 

nancy k. terrell 
memphis, tennessee 

english 

irma c. tews 
lutherville, maryland 

american studies 



tay thayer 
middletown, new york 

education, english 

marcia i. timoll 
baltimore, maryland 

biology 
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leslie s. tomkinson 
surf city, new jersey 

studio art 

irene I. wapnir 
port washington, new york 

biology 

mary h. vollmer 
baltimore, maryland 

sociology 



deborah j. wear 
moorestown, new jersey 

chemistry 

mary b. weinstock 
merion station, pennsylvania 

psychology I dance 

jean b. white 
reistertown, maryland 

psychology 
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jean e. williams 
thomasville, pennsylvania 

american studies 

barbara a. wood 
laurel, maryland 

psychology 



rhonda a. woodhead 
chappaqua, new york 

english 

sally w. wood 
short hills, new jersey 
psychology I sociology 
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leslie j. wooding 
new brunswick, new jersey 

elementary education 

wendy j. worth 
easton, connecticut 

spanish 



mary k. yates 
mystic, connecticut 

sociology 

shelly yaffe 
cherry hill, new jersey 

visual arts 

odile m. zientek 
amarillo, texas 
political science 
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"In the beginning there was Vassar. 
There were, also, Goucher, Jackson, 
Mills, Pitzer, Radcliffe, Smith, 
Sweet Briar, Wellesley ... " 

That Old College Try 
by Willard Temple 
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hanging around until you've caught on." 
-Robert Frost 
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"There is a good principle 
which created order, light, and 
man, and an evil principle 
which created chaos, darkness, 
and woman."- Pythagoras 

120 
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"The glory of a man is knowl
edge, but the glory of a 
woman is to renounce knowl
edge." -Chinese proverb 



"All the reasonings of 
men are not worth one 
sentiment of women."
Voltaire 

"Genius has no sex!"-Ma
dame de Stael 
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"When a woman thinks .. . 
she thinks evil." 

-Senaca 

122 

"The whole education of women ought to be 
relative to men. To please them, to be useful 
to them, to make themselves loved and hon
ored by them, to educate them when young, 
to care for them when grown, to counsel 
them, to console them, and to make life 
sweet and agreeable to them- these are the 
duties of women at all times and what 
should be taught them from their infancy."
Jean Jacques Rousseau 



"A woman ... is expected to 
regard it as complimentary to 
be told that she is in any re
spect the equal of a man; I do 
not know how many times in 
my life I have been graciously 
informed that I have a mascu
line brain."-Lady Barbara 
Wooten 

"If I were asked ... to what the 
singular prosperity and growing 
strength of that people ought 
mainly to be attributed, I should 
reply: to the superiority of their 
women." 

-Alexis De Tocqueville 
(Democracy in America, 1840) 
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"Women should receive a higher education, not 
in order to become doctors, lawyers, or profes
sors, but to rear their offspring to be valuable 
human beings." 

124 

- Alexis Carrel 
(Man, the Unknown) 

"It would be preposterously naive to sug
gest that a B.A. can be made as attractive 
to girls as a marriage license." 

Dr. Grayson Kirk 
(former President, 

Columbia University) 



"Remember the dignity of your womanhood. Do not appeal, do 
not beg, do not grovel. Take courage, join hands, stand beside 
us, fight with us." - Christa bel Pankhurst 

(English suffragette- 1880-1958) 

"Man is willing to accept woman as 
an equal, as a man in skirts, as an 
angel, a devil, a babyface, a servant, 
an encyclopedia, an ideal or an ob
scenity; the only thing he won't ac
cept her as is a human being, a real 
human being of the female sex." 

- D.H. Lawrence 
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Weekend 
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Its the Great Pumpkin! 
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"Double your pleasure 
Double your fun .. . " 
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or Goucher's version of rrcuess 

Who's Coming for Trick or 

Treat?" 

Saga does it again! 
131 
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Strike or no strike-
the food must go on! 

Strike? What's a strike? 



the arts and 

crafts festival 

-
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" . . . Afar, 
The village with its spires, the path 

of streams, 
And dim receding valleys, hid 

before 
By interposing trees, lay visible 
Through the bare grove, and my 

familiar haunts 
Seemed new to me. Nor was I slow 

to come 
Among them, when the clouds, from 

their still skirts, 
Had shaken down on earth the 

feathery snow, 
And all was white." 

William Cullen Bryant 
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Mary Fisher Hall 

Bacon House 
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Baldwin House 
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Dulaney House 
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Hooper House 
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Anna Heubeck Hall 

Bennett House 
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Gamble House 
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Jeffrey House 
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Robinson House 
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Froelicher Hall 

Alcock House 
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Gallagher House 
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Tuttle House 
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Stimson Hall 
. I 
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Lewis House 
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Probst House 
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Wagner House 
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Winslow House 
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City Students 
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with a little help from our friends 
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Now, the ordinary athlete undergoes the rigours of training for the sake of mus
cular strength; but ours will do so rather with a view to stimulating the spirited 
element in their nature. 

Plato's. Republic 
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our links to the outside world 
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Patrons 

Mrs. Herbert Abrams 
Anonymous 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Angst 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Lawrence Antinoph 
Dr. and Mrs. James P. Argires 
Mrs. M. Artigiani 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Atkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Baen 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy H. Ballantine 
Mr. and Mrs. E.T. Barna 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Barr, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonia P. Beck 
Mrs. J. Mildred Benjamin 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Binder 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Blier 
Mr. and Mrs. John Bourgeois, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lindsey Burch 
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Burt 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Buschmann 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Callan 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Caplan 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Chuday 
Mrs. Frances M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon H. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard F. Colangelo 
Captain and Mrs. Peter Conrad 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Brinsfield Cook 
Jane Goodwin Culp 
Mrs. Jeffrey Derr 
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Dever 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Desautels 
Dr. and Mrs. Martin W. Donner 
Sol Elsner 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin R. Etheridge 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard D. Evans · 
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Fenske 

Jean P. Fisher 
Dr. Lawrence C. Fisher 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fornal 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Friedman 
Pauline Gardner 
J.T. Gearhart 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Gelfand 
Mr. and Mrs. V.F. Giffert 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gobstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Gorrell 
Mr. and Mrs. NormanS. Gould 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman C. Graupman 
John Greco, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon D. Griffin 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris A. Guralnick 
Miriam Handler 
Lucien S. Hanks 
Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Harrington 
Robert K. Hartmann, Esquire 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Harwick 
Gloria L. Heins 
Mr .. and Mrs. Robert L. Helgren 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Herz 
Francis and Helen Hickman 
Mr. and Mrs. G.J. Hoeflich 
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hoffmeyer 
Dr. William M. and Mrs. Mary Fay Hoover 
Mr. and Mrs. R.P. Hudson 
Mr. and Mrs. Earle W. Johnson, Jr. 
Tilford A. Jones 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Kenney 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Kestel 
Samuel B. Keller 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Kenny 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Kimmelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Klein · 



Klicos Painting Company, Inc. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis C. Kress 
Harry J. Kulzer 
Mrs. Nina Kummel 
Harry W. Lang 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Leary 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Libster 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Sanford Limouze 
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis W. Little, Sr. 
Georgette M. Livingston 
Reverand and Mrs. William S. Logan 
John Lyman, Jr. 
Sandra Magaril 
Mrs. Erceel Margie 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Markman 
S. James Matthews 
H Warren Middleton, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller 
Dr. and Mrs. Fred W. Miltenburger 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy J. Morris 
Mrs. Mary Alice McClain 
Mr. and Mrs. Don I. McLean 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Noble 
Peggy Roslyn Oidick 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Oidick 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Oriani 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Osborne, Jr. 
William Packwood 
Dr. Ruth Doreen Paterson 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Reilly, Jr. 
Edith and Abraham Resnick 
Mr. and Mrs. F.M. Rojek 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rom berger 
Dr. and Mrs. E.G. Rosanelli 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack N. Rosenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Rosenberg 
Dr. and Mrs. M. Rosenblum 
G. Bosley Royston 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Ruvane, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Ryan 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sachs 
Mary N. Saleh 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Sanders 
Mary R. Schick 
Thomas J. Schillerstrom 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B. Schoen 
Dr. and Mrs. F.J. Simecek 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Slaff 
Mrs. Marvin W. Slatkin 
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Sollers 
Mr. and Mrs. Soly Srour 
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell K. Stanley 
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Starrett 
Mrs. Marie Stavrides 
Mr. and Mrs. David Stahlberg 
Rainey S. Taylor 
-Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Thayer 
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Tompkinson 
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Union 
Mr. Gilbert B. Wagenfeld 

~ Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Warrington, Jr. :,_,-
Wichian Watanakun 
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Williamson 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wolferth, Jr. 
Dr. William I. Wolff 
Dr. and Mrs. Raul A. Wopnir 
Dr. William C. Yohe ·· 
Dr. and Mrs. R.J. Zientak 
Dr. and Mrs. Bertram Zheutlin 
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Contributors 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barit 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Brescia 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerson Blatnick 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clarke Cassidy, Jr. 
Francis M. Chase 
Herschel J. Coburn 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Corkran, Jr. 
Mr. George and Mrs. Sally Elsey 
Melvin Gelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour M. Golden 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Goldfarb 
Dr. Robert B. Greenblatt 
Bernard Kappel 
George Kouloup 



Joel Krisch 
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Lipton 
Dr. Irving I. Luftman 
Francis A. Muracca, Esquire 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Munn, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Mack 
Judge Stanley H. Ohlbaum 
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Parr 
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Sanders, Jr. 
Giovanna Stripa 
Mr. and Mrs. Roland F. Wear, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Irving S. Weintraub 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G. Weiss 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Wood 
Mr. and Mrs. W.K. Yates 



BRUNO'S 

UNISEX HAIR STYLING 
TOWSON PLAZA MALL (UPPER LEVEL) 

MANICURING 
SHOE SHINING 
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FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
821-8988 



For the woman who cares ... We offer personal ser
vice equalled only by the quality of our 
merchandise. 

296-0744 
Towson Plaza 

Jeanne Hoffman 
President 
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Get your separates together at 
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TIMONIUM MALL 
. 252-7261 

Junior and Misses Sizes 



1-/rjf U1c ~ 11 1 of 
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11011' 

lr e ~ analy• i• "' r vi(e 
beoy!yadvisoro 

pe<Sonol b~avty plan 

mERLE nORn:IAn COSmETIC STUDIO 

Towson Plaza Call for your appointment 825-5546 

~~-~--~ re::e·,eele"'6 

\J ttJ.~JJ.e't~ 
• FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
• Artificial Arrangements • Fru it Baskets 

· Per~onahzeJ StJrvice ..• 
MEMBER : NA~ CHARGE-IT • BankAmericard 

5802 HARFORD RD 426-2600 
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